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Abstract 
In times of e-commerce and digitalization, new markets are opening, young compa-
nies have the possibility to grow and new perspectives arise in terms of customer 
relationship. Customers require more possibilities of personalization. In the same 
time, companies have access to new and especially more information about the 
customer. Seems like it was a correlation that could evolve greatly if there weren't 
privacy issues. Vast amount of data about consumers are collected in Big Data 
warehouses. These shall be analyzed via predictive analytics and customers shall be 
classified by algorithms like clustering models, propensity models or collaborative 
filtering. All these subjects are growing in importance, as they are shaping the global 
marketing landscape. Marketers develop together with IT scientists new ways of 
analyzing customer databases and benefit from more accurate segmentation meth-
ods as that have been used until now. The following paper shall provide a literature 
review on new methods of consumer segmentation regarding the high inflow of new 
information via e-commerce. It will introduce readers in the subject of predictive 
analytics and will discuss several predictive models. The writing of the paper is not 
based on own empirical researches, but shall serve as a reference text for further 
researches. A conclusion will complete the paper. 
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Introduction 
As the global market is getting more and more competitive and relentless, compa-
nies are searching desperately for ways to get more information about their (poten-
tial) customers. Whether through their habits, needs or identity, they try hard to 
approximate to each individual. This is why consumer segmentation is a core subject 
for every company that has to classify their clients. In Addition, there is an increasing 
pressure in companies to make marketing accountable. Around three decades ago, 
consumer segmentation was a subject of simple data ascertainment and based on 
the decision of few marketers. In the early 90s e-commerce spread and a new di-
mension of customer data got available. It is the talk of the development of predic-
tive analytics. A process of classifying your customers, that is undertaken by high 
performance programs and key technologies, which are created by humans, but 
work more efficient than humans. Due to new segmentation landscapes like digitali-
zation or social media and modern technology, new consumer segmentation meth-
ods are being developed and will have a significant impact on global industry and 
retailing issues. However present technologies are already pushing the boundaries 
of information accumulation. The following paper shall provide a literature review 
on new methods of consumer segmentation. It is focusing on the high inflow of 
new consumer data via e-commerce and how companies can make use of this data 
via predictive analytics and new marketing models. It will first introduce the reader 
in general knowledge about predictive analytics. This will be followed by a the core 
chapter about predictive models. Then, a discussion returns to the title subject and 
the review is concluded. 
1 Predictive Analytics and New Technology 
In the last twenty years, a large "... growth in data about ..." consumers is being ob-
served, "...making previously invisible consumer behavior pattern visible..." (Falcon, 
Gorbis, Jeffery, & Spalding, 2003, p. 9). This phenomenon has started with the birth 
of E-Commerce and the spread of collaborative filtering. In the early 1990s, this 
technology based on computing algorithms "...[arose] as a solution for dealing with 
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overload in online information spaces" (Ekstrand, Riedl, & Konstan, 2011, p. 84). It is 
one of three predictive analytics models that were made a subject of discussion in 
chapter 2. Collaborative filtering is commonly used for recommendations in online 
stores. Especially online retailer Amazon is known for making this model popular to 
enhance its marketing strategy  (Levin, 2015). The other predictive analytics models 
you will find in chapter 2 are clustering models and propensity models. All three 
have in common, to deal with data warehouses and to bring order into a high inflow 
of information. 
As new segmentation methods are not only developed by inventing and shaping 
new Models, but also as an answer to new developments in technology, we have to 
start researching with where you get new information from and how you get new 
information about your customers. Therefore it is important, to catch up with new 
methods of data ascertainment and how this data is organized. The first of the fol-
lowing chapters shall give you a short introduction into modern technology of data 
collection. The second part will inform you about Data organization. 
1.1 New Technologies Provide More Information 
There are technologies, which were especially developed to collect information. In 
retail business, this information is mainly given by the customer - whether directly or 
indirectly. We distinguish between technology that captures "... data [...] from peo-
ple (for example, from on-line transactions and social networks) and ..." technology 
that captures data through "... sensors (for example, from GPS mobile devices) ..." 
(Guazzelli, 2012a). There are many technologies already existing and used. As this 
paper shall not be focusing on technology, Table 1 only shows some technologies 
and their definitions, that have a high impact on the process of consumer segmenta-
tion and that are relevant for collecting data. They are part of a listing, the Institute 
for the Future has designated as "... key emerging technologies ...", (Falcon et al., 
2003, pp. 12–13): 
Table 1: Key Emerging Technologies that are relevant for collecting data 
Biometrics 
"Biometrics allow companies to capture 
biological data about consumers ... that 
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could be used to either identify individual 
consumers, or ..." to measure the emo-
tional state of particular customers. 
Collaborative filtering 
"Collaborative filtering technologies (also 
known as recommender systems) use 
product evaluations, stated tastes, click-
streams, transaction histories, or other 
data about specific individuals to create a 
user profile that can be compared to oth-
ers' profiles to generate customized 
cross-selling or upselling opportunities." 
Peer-to-peer architectures 
"Peer-to-peer (P2P) architectures demon-
strate a computing model in which there 
is truly no center: storage and processing 
resources are distributed over the Inter-
net ... However, P2P architectures will be 
important for capturing consumer data 
from distributed sensors and for manag-
ing the massive amounts of data that sen-
sors will generate in the future." 
Physical tagging 
Physical tagging informs companies about 
an objects movement and allows "... to 
monitor products and processes more 
closely. Radio frequency identification 
(RFID) tags which communicate to a re-
ceiver through short-range radio waves 
will allow products to efficiently contain 
large amounts of updateable information. 
Positioning technologies 
"Positioning technologies will allow com-
panies to obtain more information on the 
geographical position of people or things. 
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Networked-based and satellite-based sys-
tems ... can be used to help understand 
shopping patterns as well as communi-
cate location-relevant messages." 
Sensors 
"New [smaller and cheaper] sensors will 
allow companies to cheaply and easily 
identify and track consumers, and contin-
uously evaluate the quality of products." 
Soft tags 
Soft tags will generate electronic identi-
ties for pieces of data that are standard-
ized and sharable across systems and 
companies. Technologies such as XML will 
provide a method to track and access 
specific data, thereby facilitating data ex-
change across formats and languages. 
Wireless technologies 
"Pervasive wireless technologies [(like cel-
lulsr phone networks, Bluetooth or Wi-Fi)]  
will allow companies and consumers alike 
to move information faster, easier, and 
into new places and spaces unhindered 
by the need for physical connections." 
Adapted from: (Falcon et al., 2003, pp. 12–13) 
1.2 Big Data and Data Mining 
When talking about data collection, it is not only interesting to know "how" but also 
to know "what" information is collected. Therefore we must know, that predictive 
analyses are customized. Each company has different segmentation methods. Hence 
it is firstly not important to list specific attributes, as each company has a different 
target group and mostly different products. 
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The building of a predictive solution starts by a clear definition of the problem it is 
trying to solve. With a well-defined goal, data analytics scientists can then embark 
on the building of a predictive model that will be accurate, whose benefits will be 
readily explainable to all the parties involved. (Guazzelli, 2012c) 
The criteria that is used for the analysis is hence depending on the definition of the 
goal. This is why it is not possible to give a definite list of all criteria, data collections 
are based on. In addition, assessment criteria of most new segmentation methods 
(for example, clustering models) are chosen automatically by a mathematical algo-
rithm (Fraley & Raftery, 1998). This is due to the high amount of data and the point 
where it comes to Data Mining. The dictionary of economics from the German pub-
lishing house Springer Gabler, describes Data Mining as an application of methods 
and algorithms that extract empirical coherences between planning objectives, 
whose data are supplied in a therefore created database (Lackes, 2015). To be brief, 
Data Mining is about using computing systems, that organize an inscrutable accumu-
lation of data and make it clear for human understanding. 
The Process of data collection demands the creation of a data warehouse. It is a 
space, where all collected data is saved. If these warehouses have accumulated a 
high amount of "... data that can be captured, communicated, aggregated, stored, 
and analyzed ...", the space is named Big Data (Manyika et al., 2011, p. iv). In a re-
port of 2011 by the McKinsey Global Institute (MGI) it is also mentioned, that "Big 
Data refers to datasets whose size is beyond the ability of typical database software 
tools to capture, store, manage, and analyze" (Manyika et al., 2011, p. 1). How big is 
Big Data? 
It is an interesting fact, that in most definitions of the term there is no precise size of 
Big Data itself. The MGI justifies this phenomenon by "... [assuming] that, as tech-
nology advances over time, the size of datasets that qualify as big data will also in-
crease" (Manyika et al., 2011, p. 1). To understand this growth and to get an idea of 
the amount of stored information, it is worth having a look onto an earlier study of 
Hal Varian and Peter Lyman from the University of California Berkeley. As part of 
their project "How much information?", they have estimated that "[print], film, 
magnetic, and optical storage media produced about 5 exabytes of new information 
in 2002. Ninety-two percent of the new information was stored on magnetic media 
..." (Lyman & Varian, 2003, p. 1). Due to their estimation, "... that new stored infor-
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mation grew about 30% a year between 1999 and 2002 ..." they estimated "... that 
the amount of new information stored ...has about doubled ..." (Lyman & Varian, 
2003, p. 2). 
Additional researches, like a white paper from the International Data Corporation 
(IDC) from 2012 and sponsored by the EMC Corporation estimated, that "from 2005 
to 2020, the digital universe will grow by a factor of 300, from 130 exabytes to 
40,000 exabytes, or 40 trillion gigabytes ..." and "[from] now until 2020, the digital 
universe will about double every two years" (Gantz & Reinsel, 2012, p. 1). 
Even if the volume of data may not be comprehensible, it is the growth rate that 
proves the growing significance of Big Data. Data collection and the development of 
technologies that facilitate it is one part of building a profound base of predictive 
analytics. But it is also important not to neglect a well organized data warehouse. 
1.3 Privacy Issues 
To supply customers with the best service or product, marketers need a detailed 
view into their lifestyle, including preferences and behavior. This can be a way, how 
products and services can become more and more personalized (Bohnert, 2004). 
According to Kauffelt (2002), studies have verified that 56% of consumers prefer 
shopping on personalized websites and 90% of consumers are willing to give their 
private e-mail address for personalization purposes. Meanwhile, in a report from the 
McKinsey Global Institute, Manyika et al. (2011) predict an aligned increasing im-
portance of Big Data with the increase of policy issues "... including, but not limited 
to, privacy, security, intellectual property, and liability" (Manyika et al., 2011, p. 11). 
When predictive analytics is used (especially when using collaborative filtering (see 
Chapter 2.3)), every web activity can be recorded and assigned (Chen & McLeod, 
2006). There are different approaches to maintain the consumers' trust. One way 
could be to improve the usability of anonymous user information. Another way to 
maintain consumer trust could be to increase transparency in web marketing (Chen 
& McLeod, 2006). There are applications like Platform for Privacy Preferences (P3P), 
the WWW Consortium is working on, that shall give consumers transparency and 
power over their web activity (Bohnert, 2004; WWW Consortium, 2016). In Addition, 
there are governmental institution and laws like the Bundesdatenschutzgesetz 
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(BDSG) in Germany, that shall provide a legal framework (Bohnert, 2004). However, 
it as to be mentioned, that by searching for personalization, consumer loose ano-
nymity. 
2 Predictive Analytics Models for Marketing 
"Today we live with an ever-expanding sea of data. To navigate it safely, we use ana-
lytics" (Guazzelli, 2012a). Therefore we need to distinguish between descriptive and 
predictive analytics. 
The purpose of descriptive analytics is to describe raw data from the past after put-
ting them into patterns. Then, descriptive analytics is about "...[summarizing what 
happened ..." in the past (Wu, 2013). In an Interview by InformationWeek "... Dr. 
Michael Wu, chief scientist of San Francisco-based Lithium Technologies, which de-
velops social customer experience management software for businesses ... estimat-
ed, that more than 80% of business analytics ... are descriptive" (Wu, 2013). "De-
scriptive analytics are useful because they allow us to learn from past behaviors, and 
understand how they might influence future outcomes" (Halo Business Intelligence, 
2015). "Common examples of descriptive analytics are reports that provide historical 
insights regarding the company’s production, financials, operations, sales, finance, 
inventory and customers" (Halo Business Intelligence, 2015). 
Our need to understand past events has led to a discipline that we now call business 
intelligence. It allows us to make decisions based on statistics obtained from histori-
cal data. For example: How many customers have churned or defected due to attri-
tion in the last six weeks? ... Where are customers located (maybe shown using 
Google maps)?...". (Guazzelli, 2012a) 
This decisions are consequently profound as based on facts. It is still criticized, that 
descriptive analytics is not going to be enough in future, as humans will not be able 
to keep an overview over their collected data. In the first of his series of four articles 
Guazzelli emphasizes, that "... descriptive analytics [wasn't] enough ..." and that "... 
in the society we live in today, it is imperative that decisions be highly accurate and 
repeatable" (Guazzelli, 2012a). Therefore predictive analytics shall provide infor-
mation that makes it possible to generate highly accurate and repeatable decisions. 
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While descriptive analytics gives us analyses about the past, predictive analytics fo-
cuses on the future. Even if the term sounds like telling the future, "...the purpose of 
predictive analytics is NOT to tell you what will happen in the future ... as no analyt-
ics can do that" (Wu, 2013). Wu wrote, that predictive analytics could only forecast 
what might happen in the future, because all predictive analytics were probabilistic 
in nature (Wu, 2013). "Predictive analytics provide estimates about the likelihood of 
a future outcome" (Halo Business Intelligence, 2015). 
The relevance of predictive analytics "... in industry increased together with the 
amount of data being captured [(as mentioned in Chapter 1)] from people ... and 
sensors ... as well as the availability of cost-effective processing power, be it Cloud or 
Hadoop-based" (Guazzelli, 2012a). Hence, there is no issue of time and technological 
process, but of controlling "the problem of ... quality and ... reliability of the infor-
mation that is found on the web ..." (Majó & Révész, 2011, p. 62). This is why it is 
important to capture high quality data, as it "... will directly reflect the quality of the 
model" (Guazzelli, 2012a). Majó and Révész call this conflict the coping of "... the 
abundance and the reliability of information" (Majó & Révész, 2011, p. 62). 
It seems as if algorithmic takes over from human knowledge the responsibility to 
make decisions about the future of e.g., a company. Guazzelli does not agree. In fact,  
... [expert] knowledge is based on experience and is used everyday by all companies 
to influence day-today operations. Given how we can translate expert knowledge in-
to a set of business rules, we've built decision-based systems to automatically apply 
the knowledge elicited from human experts". (Guazzelli, 2012a) 
As a consequence, "... we may use a series of rules to trigger business decisions de-
pending upon the output obtained by a predictive model" (Guazzelli, 2012a). The 
following chapters will inform you about three models of predictive analytics: clus-
tering models, propensity models and collaborative filtering. This information is 
based on a customer relationship management (CRM) perspective. 
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2.1 Clustering Models 
From the perspective of the client, clustering models are probably the most classic 
way of segmentation. Clustering in general describes the process of dividing a total 
in several groups (Oxford University Press, 2015). Thereby members of the same 
group, have related qualities. In predictive analytics regarding consumer segmenta-
tion, the term is used to describe the process of classifying customers. 
Through modern technology "... you let the algorithms, rather than the marketers, 
create customer segments" (Levin, 2015). In information technology (IT), there is the 
"... problem of determining the structure of clustered data, without prior knowledge 
of the number of clusters or any other information about their composition" (Fraley 
& Raftery, 1998). 
... [i.d.] cluster analysis is a set of data-driven partitioning techniques designed to 
group a collection of objects into clusters, such that the number of groups (clusters) 
as well as their forms are unknown, the degree of association or similarity is strong 
between members of the same cluster [and] is weak between members of different 
clusters. (Brusilovsky, 2015) 
Therefore, before being able to penetrate day-today operations, these Models have 
to learn how to analyze the database. "A predictive model is simply a mathematical 
function that is able to learn the mapping between a set of input data variables, 
usually bundled into a record, and a response or target variable" (Guazzelli, 2012a). 
Concise, in the end, with a bit of help by putting expert knowledge in training and 
developing the program, it is able to find the best way of clustering data itself. This 
paper will not deepen the problem of IT, but how clustering models are used in reali-
ty. 
Especially "[retail] marketers are constantly looking for ways to improve the effec-
tiveness of their campaigns" not only to improve sales by itself, but also to create 
customer loyalty (Tirosh, 2012). Therefore clustering can help to "... target custom-
ers with the particular offers most likely to attract them back to the store and to 
spend more on their next visit" (Tirosh, 2012). 
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The main advantage in clustering models is the fact, that "[algorithms] are able to 
segment customers based on many more variables than a human being ever could" 
(Levin, 2015). With clustering models, it is possible to create completely individual 
groups. The predictive marketing cloud AgilOne calls this individual dimensions the 
cluster DNA. Figure 1 shows possible components of a cluster DNA (Levin, 2015). 
 
Figure 1: Example: cluster DNA 
Adapted from: (AgilOne, 2015) 
There are different types of clustering models. "The most used clustering algorithms 
are behavioral clustering, product based clustering ... and brand based clustering" 
(Levin, 2015) 
2.1.1 Behavioral Clustering 
To reach efficiency marketing campaigns "... should be directed at the customers 
most likely to respond to it" (Tirosh, 2012). Therefore a company (especially retail-
ers) need to understand what characteristics their customers have. With behavioral 
clustering you learn how they behave. Their behavior can manifest themselves in 
factors like loyalty, information behavior, the reaction towards discounts, shopping 
frequency or customer wallet (and more). "By using customer segmentation to de-
termine actionable “customer prototypes,” the marketer is able to test different 
campaigns on particularly-relevant target groups of customers ... [to] find the most 
effective repeatable offers to each customer segment" (Tirosh, 2012). "For instance, 
customers that buy frequently but with low sized orders might react well to offers 
like ‘Earn double rewards points when you spend $100 or more" (Levin, 2015). 
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En example of clustering customers on their behavior: An auto insurance is plan-
ning to improve their offerings for their customer. The company "... can ask them to 
rate how important the following two attributes are to them ..." (Darden Business 
Publishing, n.d., p. 1): 
 "Saving on premium 
 Existence of a neighborhood agent 
Importance of the attributes are measured using a seven-point ... scale, where a rat-
ing of one represents not important and seven represents very important" (Darden 
Business Publishing, n.d., p. 1). The analysis might look like the Figure below: 
 
Figure 2: Segmentation from Insurance customers 
Adapted from: (Darden Business Publishing, n.d., p. 2) 
"[The] analysis shows three segments. The majority of ... [the] customers [(A)]... pre-
fer savings on their premium and do not prefer having a neighborhood agent" 
(Darden Business Publishing, n.d., p. 2). With customers of segment B it happens to 
be the other way round. Segment C, preferring both attributes, is represented as a 
minority. "The analysis shows that [the insurance company] can benefit ..." by con-
centrating on both offerings separately, as segment C contains not as much custom-
ers as the other two segments (Darden Business Publishing, n.d., p. 2). 
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Although the amount of variables includes in predictive analytics is mostly much 
higher due to data mining technology than in the given example, it shows how a 
company can use behavioral clustering for consumer segmentation. 
2.1.2 Product Based Clustering 
Another "... [way] to improve the effectiveness of a campaign ..." (Tirosh, 2012) and 
to reach the right target group, is to cluster your customers by the offered groupings 
of products (Levin, 2015). 
The first step would be, that a company "... [prepares] the customer spend data for 
each product category. Grocery stores and supermarkets would typically look at 
categories such as packaged foods, meat, dairy, produce, seafood and bakery" (Ti-
rosh, 2012). 
A data mining program will then "... identify distinct homogeneous groups of cus-
tomers with minimal variance between their purchasing behaviors. This identifies 
unique “customer prototypes” (such as meat lovers, produce lovers and gourmet 
lovers) to which specific marketing offers can be targeted" (Tirosh, 2012). 
Table 2: Product Based Clustering on Supermarket Customers 
Discovered 
Customer 
Patterns 
% of 
customer 
Departments 
Fresh 
Meat 
Packaged 
Foods 
Dairy Fish & 
Seafood 
Gourmet Fresh 
Produce 
Bakery 
Basic 
Shoppers 
39% 3% 75% 2% 6% 1% 10% 3% 
Meat 
Lovers 
15% 59% 15% 4% 5% 3% 9% 5% 
Produce 
Lovers 
8% 9% 21% 5% 6% 2% 49% 7% 
Gourmet 
Lovers 
3% 1% 12% 0% 3% 73% 6% 4% 
Variety 
Shoppers 
35% 14% 39% 8% 12% 6% 19% 2% 
Adapted from: (Tirosh, 2012) 
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The chart shows that the analysis resulted in 5 different product based clusters. 
Thereby more than two thirds of customers are allocated in only two clusters: Basic 
Shoppers (39 %), who buy mainly packaged food and Variety Shoppers (35 %), "... 
whose shopping behavior is widely spread among departments" (Tirosh, 2012). 
Now as marketers "... [have] a clear view of the various customer prototypes, it 
makes sense to target relevant marketing campaigns to the most interesting seg-
ments" (Tirosh, 2012). 
 
2.1.3 Brand Based Clustering 
Brand based clustering is more or less an advanced perspective of product based 
clustering. Though instead of focusing on the product category, brand based cluster-
ing models are concentrating on the brand preferences of customers. "When a 
brand releases new products ..." a company can find out "... who is likely to be inter-
ested" (Levin, 2015). This way, marketers have and overview which brands are pre-
ferred by which cluster. 
2.2 Propensity Models 
"The end goal [of propensity models] is to automate the offer selection and place-
ment based on analysis and predictive models for your particular customer base" 
(Miller, 2012). With propensity models a marketer gets to know what the customers 
are tending to do, whether talking about customer churn rate, fraud detection, 
transaction repeat etc. (Bradley & Stewart, 2015; Guazzelli, 2012a; SAS Institute, 
2015; Tirosh, 2015). With propensity models marketers can assume how consumers 
will behave in the future. This is important on the one hand to anticipate the cost to 
acquire a customer (CAC), on the other hand to monetize those customers, as it is 
important to "... show a return on marketing investment" (Gupta et al., 2006, p. 140; 
Skok, 2015; Walker, 2015). As there are many output variables and hence many way 
of using propensity models, the literature review concentrates on three models: 
predicted lifetime value, predicted share of wallet and propensity to churn. 
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2.2.1 Predicted Lifetime Value 
Predicted lifetime value, in other words predicted customer lifetime value (CLV), 
describes the value of the projected revenue or profit a customer generates over his 
or her life of relationship with a company (Custora, 2015; Fairclough, 2015; Gupta et 
al., 2006). When a customer makes its first purchase, the marketer can collect more 
information beside the initial transaction record. He may also get "... email and web 
engagement data for example, as well as demographic and geographic information" 
(Levin, 2015). "By comparing a customer to ..." other customers from the past it is 
possible to "... predict with a high degree of accuracy their future lifetime value" 
(Levin, 2015).  
 
Figure 3: Conceptual Framework for Modeling Customer Lifetime Value 
Adapted from: (Gupta et al., 2006, p. 140) 
The framework shown in Figure 5 visualizes after Gupta et al. (2006, p. 141) the basic 
functions of customer lifetime value. It shows "... the impact of marketing programs 
on customer acquisition, retention and/or expansion ..." (Gupta et al., 2006, p. 140).  
The first function, customer acquisition, is told to be a heavy factor when it comes to 
costs. Thomas, Reinartz, and Kumar (2003) "... found that customers should be ac-
quired based on their profitability rather than on the basis of the cost to acquire and 
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retain them" (Gupta et al., 2006, p. 144). Tommy Walker writes on ConversationXL, 
that "... many businesses focus on transactional customer value, and forget to invest 
in the experience that happens after the conversion" (2015). This is why CLV can be 
used as a tool when it comes to longevity of companies and especially start-ups. In 
an article of venture capitalist David Skok, he puts two variables to balance (2015): 
 "Cost to Acquire Customers (CAC) 
 The ability to monetize those customers ..." (CLV) 
"To compute the ... CAC, you ... take your entire cost of sales and marketing over a 
given period, including salaries and other headcount related expenses, and divide it 
by the number of customers that you acquired in that period" (Skok, 2015). To gen-
erate the CTV, you "... look at the Gross Margin that you would expect to make from 
that customer over the lifetime of your relationship" (Skok, 2015). There are differ-
ent ways of calculating CLV. In a case study about Starbucks, the Blog Kissmetrics 
explains that the company would "... typically use several different equations to cal-
culate the CLV" (Kissmetrics, n.d.). When used in combination you take the average 
CLV. If the CLV is higher than the CAC it signifies, that customer retention is given 
(Skok, 2015). The fact that customers are satisfied after being acquired will lead to 
their repeat purchase (Gupta et al., 2006). 
How is this model going to help the marketers of a company to classify customers? 
As the calculation is based on average customer data, there are different types of 
customers existing. Kissmetrics gives the example for creating a segment of "aver-
age" and "good" customers. The difference between those segements is that, "... 
good customers  might cost more to acquire, but they'll likely be more profitable as 
well" (Kissmetrics, n.d.). 
2.2.2 Propensity to Churn 
Models that predict the propensity that a customer churns are somehow the coun-
terpart to the predicted customer lifetime value (see chapter 2.2.1). Rouse defines 
churn rate as "... a measure of customer ... attrition [that] is defined as the number 
of customers who discontinue a service ... during a specified time period divided by 
the average total number of customers ... over that same time period" (2015). 
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The website "churn-rate.com" offers a churn rate calculating service and provides 
advice in terms of predictive analytics. It is emphasized, that especially for e-
commerce the calculation of the churn rate was "... worth the effort" (RJMetrics, 
2015). To clarify this propensity model, Guazzelli gives the following example: 
 
Figure 4: Two customers and their input features 
Adopted from: (Guazzelli, 2012a) 
You as a company need "... a predictive model that will be able to tell who among 
your customers is most likely to churn" (Guazzelli, 2012a). The first step would be to 
search in your "... historical data ... [for] attrition-related features for both existing 
and past customers that churned" (Guazzelli, 2012a). This list may include the num-
ber of complaints in the last 6 months, the number of support tickets opened in the 
last 4 weeks, how often and how much money the customer spent buying merchan-
dise or services (on-line or in-store) ..." (Guazzelli, 2012a). In addition it may include 
"... generic information" (Guazzelli, 2012a). 
Figure 4 shows two customers: "Customer 1 is an existing customer and seems to be 
satisfied. Customer 2, however, has churned" (Guazzelli, 2012a). Following this "... 
you present all your customer data to a predictive technique ..." (see Figure 5). In this 
time the data mining program will be trained. After this the predictive model has to 
be validated and therefore you must answer the question if it works. 
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Figure 5: Predictive model during training 
Adopted from: (Guazzelli, 2012a) 
After the predictive model was validated to use in day-today operations, it has to be 
deployed. Therefore "... a standard called PMML (Predictive Model Markup Lan-
guage) ... allows predictive models to ... move between different systems" (Guazzelli, 
2012a). "After deployment, [you] can use the churn model to monitor all existing 
customer activity [, as a] good predictive model is able to generalize its knowledge to 
compute the churn risk even for customers it has never encountered before" 
(Guazzelli, 2012a) (see Figure 6). "If a high churn risk is detected, procedures may be 
put in place to mitigate it" (Guazzelli, 2012a). 
 
Figure 6: Churn model 
Adopted from: (Guazzelli, 2012a) 
This is how customers can be segmented by calculating the churn rate. Another re-
search about propensity to churn was done by Optimove. 
Optimove is a market leading company that sells the service of"... [enabling] mar-
keters to grow their business through their existing customers, by giving them the 
ability to maximize customer spend, engagement, loyalty, retention and lifetime 
value" (Optimove, 2015). In an analyze of 2015 of over one million e-commerce 
transactions "... over a two-year period across a variety of categories including fash-
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ion, gadgets, fast food and others ...", they found out, that "... the number of items 
in a shopper's first order indicates future behavior...", especially when it comes to 
churn rate (Tirosh, 2015). Tirosh comments, that it is a big challenge for online re-
tailer not only to acquire customers, but also to retain them for more than one pur-
chase. 
 
Figure 7: Likelihood of a Second Order per Number of Items in First Order 
Adapted from: (Tirosh, 2015) 
Through the analysis, the company found out that "... while 50% of shoppers buy 
exactly one item during their first order, [shoppers] who purchases two or three 
items [are] 36% more likely to place a second order than [shoppers] who purchased 
just one item in the first order" (Tirosh, 2015) (see Figure 9). 
Another result of this analysis was that the number of future orders increased per 
number of items in first order and hence has influence on the customer lifetime 
value (CLV) - the time before the customer churns (Tirosh, 2015). The number of 
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items in first order is consequently another indicator for customer churn. This infor-
mation will then lead to create customer segments regarding churn rates. 
With that knowledge about the customers churn likability marketers can react on 
the churn rate of particular groups of clients. One reaction could be to make dis-
counts depending on the likability to churn. This way you can retain customers long-
er (Guazzelli, 2012a). Even so marketers can put more effort in increasing the num-
ber of items of first orders (Tirosh, 2015). 
2.2.3 Predicted Share of Wallet 
Customers may be satisfied with a particular brand of products or services and "... 
recommend it to others—but if they like your competitors just as much (or more), 
..." the brand loses sales (Keiningham, Aksoy, Buoye, & Cooil, 2011). This is where it 
comes to share of wallet. In an article from the Harvard Business Review, the im-
portance of this subject is emphasized, as the share of wallet provides companies 
with an additional tool of customer segmentation (Keiningham et al., 2011). Levin 
defines share of wallet as a model that "... can estimate what percentage of a per-
son’s category spend you currently have achieved" (2015). The following chapter is 
not concentrating on how share of wallet is calculated, but how it is used by market-
ers. 
In an article from the Journal of Marketing, Du, Kamakura and Mela describe the 
share of wallet as another useful metric of customer relationship management 
(CRM) guidance. The main conflict in predictive analytics is said to be the fact, that 
"... firms [were] often compelled to manage customer relationship using a view of 
their customers that [was] based mostly on internal records" (Du, Kamakura, & Me-
la, 2007). Bell and colleagues indicated "... that this lack of individual-level, industry-
wide consumer data is a primary barrier to CRM" (Bell, Deighton, Reinartz, Rust & 
Swartz, 2002 as cited in Du et al., 2007, p. 94). As a solution, marketers combine 
survey results, where customers can out themselves about other brands and com-
panies, with "... information already stored in the internal database (e.g., transaction 
history, demographics)" (Du et al., 2007, p. 94)(Keiningham et al., 2011; Rosset et al., 
n.d.). 
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In most literature, the share of wallet is constructed with three variables. The first 
variable describes the relation of your customer between other companies (e.g., 
expenditure, requirements). The second variable describes the relation between 
your company and your customer and mostly the income, the third variable, is im-
plied somehow as well (Du et al., 2007; Keiningham et al., 2011; Reinartz & Kumar, 
2001; Rosset et al., n.d.). However, there are different ways of calculating the share 
of wallet. The main difference between all of them, is the application of the varia-
bles. In researches about the share of wallet, Du et al. talk about several key findings 
(2007). 
The first finding and probably the most important one, as it emphasizes the im-
portance of customers share of wallet, is the refusal of a correlation between cus-
tomer loyalty and share of wallet (Du et al., 2007). Keiningham et al. (2011), as well 
as Reinartz and Kumar (2001) confirm that both, customer loyalty and the share of 
wallet may be used in CRM, but are not linked directly together. The confusion 
comes from their linkage to customer lifetime value (CLV) (Reinartz & Kumar, 2001). 
Ratner explains, that share of wallet my only help to monitor customer loyalty 
(2015). 
The second finding is the positive correlation of customers' decisions. "Customers 
with high share in one category also tend to have high share in another category" 
(Du et al., 2007, p. 95). This fact is interesting when it comes to cross- and up-selling 
applications (Du et al., 2007). 
Finding three is relating to the negative correlation between customers’ share of 
wallet and total purchase decisions. It means, that for "... some categories, custom-
ers with small shares within the focal firm tend to transact a large volume outside it. 
These customers might represent significant opportunities for volume growth to the 
extent that the focal firm can induce them to switch" (Du et al., 2007, p. 95). 
In finding 4, the third variable, the customers income is implied. Du et al. explain 
that "[customers] with higher incomes tend to balance share of requirements across 
firms" (2007, p. 95). This is probably due to insufficient customer satisfaction or for 
some reason "... customers with higher incomes have incentives to allocate business 
across firms" (Du et al., 2007, p. 95). 
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In Addition, Keiningham et al. explain that a low share of wallet has not only to do 
with customer satisfaction, but also with the position of your company in the cus-
tomers' rank (2011). An often done mistake was to "... measure customer satisfac-
tion or ... other metrics that are based on customers' perceptions of ..." the own 
company alone (Keiningham et al., 2011). The goal was actually to compare the 
company with others and to improve the company's rank (Keiningham et al., 2011). 
This can be done, by calculating the share of wallet. Keiningham et al. suggest a cal-
culation called Wallet Allocation Rule (see figure 10). Thereby this model is compa-
rably simple to others, as it implies only two variables: the rank of a company or 
brand and the number of companies or brands. The following example of a wallet 
allocation rule is reduced to 3 customers and shall only provide an idea of how share 
of wallet can be calculated. Keiningham et al. structure this calculation in 3 steps: 
The first step is to collect all the needed data to fill in the variables. In our case we 
need the number and names of the companies or brands that shall be compared 
(e.g., Acme, Mega and Brand X). 
The second step would be to "[survey] customers and obtain satisfaction or other 
loyalty scores for each brand [and to] convert the scores into ranks" (Keiningham et 
al., 2011). In the example the customers Stuart, Mary and Joe were surveyed. 
Table 3: Ranks of the brands according to the customers satisfaction scores 
 Acne Mega Brand X 
Stuart 3 1 2 
Mary 3 2 1 
Joe 3 1 2 
Adapted from: (Keiningham et al., 2011) 
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Thirdly, you insert the number of companies or brands and their ranks into the fol-
lowing formula: 
Share of Wallet=(1-
Rank
Number of Brands+1
)* (
2
Number of Brands
) 
Share of WalletStuart & Acme= (1-
3
3+1
) * (
2
3
) =0.1675, Rounded to 17% 
When this calculation is repeated for all variables, the following results (see Table 3) 
are being retained. 
Table 4: Brand Share of Wallet 
 Acme Mega Brand X 
Stuart 17% 50% 33% 
Mary 17% 33% 50% 
Joe 17% 50% 33% 
Brand Share of 
Wallet 
17% 44% 39% 
Adopted from: (Keiningham et al., 2011) 
These results show two significant values. One value is the position of your company 
or brand compared to others (Keiningham et al., 2011). The other value is the visual-
ization of different customer segments. In a publication of the Journal of Marketing, 
Du et. al list some other methods of share of wallet estimation (Du et al., 2007). Ros-
set et al. found therefore again other calculation models, due to the researches with 
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the IBM T. J. Watson Research Center (Rosset et al., n.d.). There is a vast amount of 
calculation models found in literature. But the main subject of this paper is the use 
in customer segmentation. 
Table 5: Strategy Based on Share of Wallet vs. Profitable Lifetime Duration 
Sh
ar
e 
o
f 
W
al
le
t 
High ◘Use selective or optimal mail-
ings/strategy to reduce cost 
◘Attempt to cross-sell and up-
sell 
◘Invest to nurture, defend, 
retain 
◘Reward with loyalty program 
Low 
◘Lower marketing expenses 
◘Consider divestment strategy 
◘Possibly customer outsourc-
ing 
◘Use conversion strategy to 
hire from competition 
◘Encourage cross-buying and 
up-buying 
◘Offer lucrative loyalty pro-
grams 
 
 Low High 
 
 Profitable Lifetime Duration 
Adapted from: (Reinartz & Kumar, 2001, p. 27) 
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The survey results can now be combined with information from the internal data-
base, by using a predictive model that discovers patterns and creates customer seg-
ments (Du et al., 2007). This way, share of value can be applied in big data based 
marketing. By using a 2x2 matrix, Reinartz and Kumar have built up a model that 
shows how share of wallet and customer lifetime value can be combined in planning 
marketing strategies (see table 4). Depending, to which of the 4 segments a custom-
er belongs to, marketers may be able to react with a different strategy.  
2.3 Collaborative Filtering 
Clustering models as well as propensity models, are models its importance has risen 
with the spread of e-commerce, mainly because the data base capacity has in-
creased with predictive analytics. Collaborative filtering (CF) though is a result of 
web marketing and reaction to a growing e-commerce environment (Lee, Jun, Lee, & 
Kim, 2005). Turban et. al mention collaborative filtering to the same effect as behav-
ioral targeting. Both terms are subsidiary subjects of personalization and behavioral 
marketing (Turban, King, Lee, Liang, & Turban, 2015). 
In Electronic Commerce they also mention related filtering methods, that are not to 
be confused with CF (Turban et al., 2015). Rule-based filtering is the word for the 
method of surveying "... consumers about their preferences via multiple choice 
questions and [using] the collected information to build patterns for predicting cus-
tomers' needs" (Turban et al., 2015, p. 417). Hence the data is collected from the 
general consumer and not from existing customers. Content-based filtering "... al-
lows vendors to identify customer preferences by the attributes of the product(s) 
they buy or intend to buy ... [and] ... recommend products with similar attributes to 
the user" (Turban et al., 2015, p. 417). In this case the filtering system is focusing a 
unique customer and his purchasing behavior, without searching for relations to 
other customers. Activity-based filtering is call the method of "... analyzing the web-
site's visiting level and activities"(Turban et al., 2015, p. 418). Thereby marketers 
may find the highest potential where to find new customers or possibilities of prod-
uct placement. 
All of these methods are about one task marketers have in customer relationship 
management (CRM), namely to "... predict what products or services ..." the cus-
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tomer is interested in (Turban et al., 2015, p. 417). This can be done by analyzing the 
customers profile or his past buying behavior. But in the case of a new customer you 
have no knowledge about those features. To solve this problem Goldberg, Nichols, 
Oki and Terry (1992) named and introduced the term CF in a special issue of Com-
munications of the ACM on information filtering in 1992. At that time, a solution was 
searched to cope with e-mail overload. In an article of Expert Systems with Applica-
tions, Lee et al. say of CF it "... has been known to be the most successful recom-
mendation technique ..." (Lee et al., 2005, p. 700). Of course as a reaction also other 
branches had a growing interest in using this method, as it was not only useful in e-
mail filtering, but also to classify web page users. In terms of customer segmenta-
tion, CF is now used to connect "... preferences and activities of many customers 
that have similar characteristics to predict preferences of new customers and rec-
ommend products to them" (Turban et al., 2015, p. 417). An early successful tech-
nical solution of this was developed by GroupLens in 1994 (Bohnert, 2004). Accord-
ing to Majó and Révesz, as well as Bohnert, GroupLens was one of the first to intro-
duce automated CF (Bohnert, 2004; Majó & Révész, 2011). "GroupLens is a research 
lab in the Department of Computer Science and Engineering at the University of 
Minnesota, Twin Cities specializing in recommender systems, online communities, 
mobile and ubiquitous technologies, digital libraries, and local geographic infor-
mation systems" (GroupLens, 2015). The most reviewed project of GourpLens and a 
convenient example for CF is called MovieLens. It is a website that provides movie 
recommendation (Bohnert, 2004; Chen & McLeod, 2006; Kobsa, 2007; Majó & Ré-
vész, 2011). But before fixing CF as a method of recommendation, it is important to 
understand that CF is a method of predictive analytics, developed to quantify and 
systemize a vast amount of consumer preferences data (Kwak, 2001; Majó & Révész, 
2011); then, put the data "... into an easy-to-communicate form" (Majó & Révész, 
2011, p. 59). Only then marketers are able to recommend, i.d. "... influencing cus-
tomers in their choice" (Majó & Révész, 2011, p. 59). 
At MovieLens, new users have to register first with personal information. Following 
this, the user is asked to distribute three assessment points on a given list of genre. 
After the registration process, MovieLens is able to recommend a collection of some 
movies you might like. In order of rating some films you, as user have previously 
seen, on a scale from 0.5 to 5 stars, recommendations become more personalized. 
According to Bohnert (2004), the recommendation engine has access to multiple 
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millions of ratings. The ratings of a particular user are being compared with ratings 
of other users. This way "... the system looks for the closest neighbour who is most 
similar to that particular user's profile" (Majó & Révész, 2011, p. 60). The accuracy 
increases with the amount of films, that the user has rated (Bohnert, 2004). Addi-
tional features, that enhance the accuracy of recommendation are a favorite list and 
a personalized search engine. 
The example shows, that whatever the action of a users might be, it is leading to 
collect data and improve the product or service. Consequently (on other websites 
using CF), this data is obtained as soon as "... a visitor asks questions, places orders, 
fills in a registration form or a questionnaire, or writes to the company or a discus-
sion group about his or her opinion of a product or a particular situation" (Majó & 
Révész, 2011, p. 62). 
Breese, Heckerman, and Kadie (1998) classify CF into memory-based and model-
based. Memory-based CF algorithms predict the votes of a new active user based on 
information given by him (e.g., through a registration form) and based on data from 
existing users - a reason, for calling it a also user-based approach (Breese et al., 
1998; Lee et al., 2005). The first model of Goldberg et al. was such a CF system 
(Goldberg et al., 1992; Lee et al., 2005). Model-based CF algorithms calculate the 
expected value of a vote from a particular user.  
As mentioned above, MovieLens is an "Automated CF" system, i.d. it collects, stores 
and analyzes customer preference data, compares it with other customer data and 
sends a recommendation to the user (Majó & Révész, 2011). In his seminar paper, 
Bohnert refers to a second CF system called "Active CF". This term describes a rec-
ommendation process, where users, not the website, recommend objects to each 
other (Bohnert, 2004). Majó and Révész subdivide this term into pull-active CF and 
push-active CF. Thereby pull-active CF describes the process when users search for 
recommendations, whereas push-active CF is the process when a "... user can simply 
recommend (push) the information to others if they find it interesting or useful" 
(Majó & Révész, 2011, p. 61). 
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2.3.1 Collaborative Filtering in Marketing 
There are different aspects, how collaborative filtering can be useful for marketers. 
Beside an automated improvement of the product or the service for a particular 
user, recommendations are a way of strengthening a cross- or up-selling strategy, as 
customers find other products, they didn't intent to buy (Winoto & Tang, 2008). The 
information, that users or customers leave, are an imprint of their behavior and 
show their individual preferences and expectations. This creates a chance for mar-
keters, to target easily existing customers, but also new customers directly with rec-
ommendations, only by comparing them to profiles of similar customers. CF be-
comes also interesting when it comes to the cost factor. The development of a CF 
system creates mainly fix costs, whereas new users entail practically no extra costs 
(Majó & Révész, 2011). 
2.3.2 Issues in CF and Problem-Solving Approaches 
Kwak (2001) as well as Chen and McLeod (2006) mention a limit in CF and so risks in 
marketing. The model relies on information from past users, so results are inaccu-
rate when recommending new products, as the program needs information about 
object orientated customer experiences. In Addition, it happens that misunderstand-
ings are created as well as it is difficult to differ manipulated recommendations from 
honest ones (Kwak, 2001). Another main issue is the difficulty to obtain an appropri-
ate amount of scores, as customers seldom give ratings on used products (Chen & 
McLeod, 2006; Lee et al., 2005). Any try of generating scores artificially result mostly 
in a poor recommendation accuracy. As user behavior is thereby dynamic, CF can 
not be applied for short time periods (Lee et al., 2005). Aside from that, CF "... may 
not cover the extreme case ..." (Chen & McLeod, 2006, p. 122); i.d. users that have 
unique tastes and do not fit in average patterns. To revise errors, Ariely suggests to 
combine different approaches when using a predictive model (Aparicio & Ariely, n.d. 
as cited in Kwak, 2001). Balabanovic and Shoham (1997) introduced therefore hybrid 
models. These combine CF with other filtering models like content-based filtering 
(for definition see above). By doing so, problems like extreme cases can be covered, 
as on the one hand, the profile of a particular customer is compared to others, on 
the other hand, objects that this customer has already rated or bought, are included 
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in the calculation (Balabanovic & Shoham, 1997; Chen & McLeod, 2006; Ekstrand et 
al., 2011; Liu, Lai, & Lee, 2009). 
3 Discussion 
The paper writing was temporal limited and took place between October 2015 and 
January 2015. It shall only present a literature review that provides a collection of 
literature on new methods of consumer segmentation regarding the high inflow of 
new information via e-commerce. Themes like Big Data, predictive analytics, data 
mining and consumer classification were made subject of discussion. Selected litera-
ture was used to selected literature to give an overview on the given issue. The 
preparation of the paper was limited by free web sources, the library of Reutlingen 
University and the academic research engine EDDI, which has access to EBSCO Dis-
covery Service. Source citations were done in APA style, using the citation program 
Zotero. In the following discussion chapter the used literature will be reflected and 
evaluated, starting with the first literature mentioned in the review. 
"Beyond Consumer Segmentation: New Technologies, New Market Lenses" of Falcon 
et al. (2003) provides an up to date report about the most relevant technological 
developments that have influenced the marketing environment. Furthermore, it 
focuses on changes in the consumer segmentation landscape. Falcon et al. give ad-
vice in how the market can be viewed by using six so called "market lenses". The 
message of the report to marketers, is to widen the scale of perspective when seg-
menting consumers, as new technology is influencing the trading business and 
hence, new consumer requirements have to be covered. A wide range of technologi-
cal developments is given, that was worth to study (see Table 1), whereas profound 
information about particular segmentation methods is not included in the report or 
does not fit into contemporary science. The Institute for the Future, that published 
the report, has deepened the subject in another report from July 2003 called "Rein-
venting Customization: New Technologies, New Markets, and New Strategies " 
brought together by Spalding (2003). The report contributed to the literature review 
in introducing new ways of information ascertainment, regarding a focus on tech-
nology and giving a different perspective on the consumer market. 
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Another reference, introducing in the paper's subject, is given by Levin (2015). She 
runs marketing at the AgilOne blog and summarized a broad collection on how pre-
dictive analytics is used in marketing. The author appraised the post as the probably 
best reference when searching a reliable overall view on how predictive analytics 
may be useful for marketers and used in reality. As the importance of the subject 
increases, such references will grow in importance as well, for that one may stay 
able to have a sufficient overview on basic knowhow. Following this, readers have to 
make further researches to obtain profound literature on the particular subjects. 
Even if not new, Big Data and Data Mining is a contemporary subject of many discus-
sions in literature and part of the first chapter of this paper. The Mckinsey Global 
Institute (MGI) published a report in 2011 about the ever growing influence of Big 
Data. It discusses how Big Data transforms the global economy and how the leader-
ship of companies may react on this development. The report of the MGI, that was 
written by Manyika (2011) et al. contributed to the literature review by giving a defi-
nition on Big Data, respectively explaining also, why Big Data can hardly be defined. 
This information has been proven to be an acceptable alternative to many different 
approaches of defining Big Data found in other literature. Still, the online encyclope-
dia of Springer Gabler  is giving another acceptable definition and refers also to the 
application of Big Data in reality. Whereas the MGI focuses on a volume based defi-
nition of Big Data, Lackes (2015) (an author from Springer Gabler) focuses on an 
analytics based approach and is based on Data Mining. Both are highly recommend-
able sources, although the report from the MGI is very extensive, general and has 
some lacks considering using Big Data as a tool for consumer segmentation. Fur-
thermore, the study by Lyman and Varian (2003) from the University of California 
Berkeley, was useful to grow understanding of the world wide amount of transmit-
ted data. As this study was set up in 2003, newer studies are necessary to retain 
scientific reliability. Another study, from the International Data Corporation (IDC) by 
Gantz and Reinsel (2012) from 2012, confirms the predicted growth of data volume 
by Lyman and Varian. 
When talking about privacy issues, the last chapter of the seminar paper by Bohnert 
(2004) gives an overview on the influence of collaborative filtering and web mining 
on the consumers privacy. Additionally, he provides information about laws and 
institutions like the WWW Consortium that amongst other things protects the inter-
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net users' private sphere. Another approach comes from Chen and McLeod (2006), 
who emphasize that an increased transparency would strengthen the trust of con-
sumers. Both approaches can be fortified: a backbone in legacy and the spread of 
transparency. The report from the MGI predicts an increase of policy issues 
(Manyika et al., 2011). Still, in the authors opinion the privacy issue is mostly not 
emphasized enough and in most literature it is either not made a subject of discus-
sion or the subject is only mentioned as a theme that may be subject of further re-
searches. One outstanding work was written by Kobsa (2007). He was a contributing 
author to the book "The Adaptive Web" and author of its 21st chapter "Privacy-
Enhanced Web Personalization". The chapter focused on the privacy issue and acts 
as literature review on this subject. 
When researching predictive analytics, researchers are mostly confronted with IT 
literature, whereas in his post, Guazzelli (2012a, 2012b, 2012c, 2012d) gives a decent 
mix of IT and application methods. The IBM scientist works as an expert in predictive 
technology and provides in his post laypersons with a deeper understanding of how 
predictive analytics works. Furthermore, his work deepens the subject of propensity 
models. Especially an example about the propensity to churn visualizes the role of a 
predictive model. Also, Guazzelli lists the steps of introducing a predictive model in a 
company and what preconditions have to be covered. Wu (2013) emphasizes the 
important fact, that predictive analytics does not predict the future, but probable 
outcomes. These are in the authors opinion important information especially for 
young founders, as this is the way, how limitations can be found out. Predictive 
models are not the best way of segmenting customers for every type and size of 
company. Guazzelli as well as Majó and Révész (2011) write about the requirement 
of quality and reliability of information. Especially when it comes to collaborative 
filtering, vast amounts of high quality data are needed and not every company might 
be able to afford such a data warehouse. In Addition it is important to distinguish 
between predictive and descriptive analytics. Therefore, Halo Business Intelligence 
(2015) provides clear definitions. Predictive analytics may be a more accurate way of 
shaping a marketing strategy, but for some companies descriptive analytics might 
stay a more affordable way, by learning from the past. 
There are several models of predictive analytics. Levin (2015) described clustering 
models, propensity models and collaborative filtering as the most significant models 
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in marketing, as these provide tools to enhance the customer relationship manage-
ment (CRM). There is a universally accepted definition of clustering. All enlisted au-
thors describe cluster analysis as a model, where segmentation clusters are auto-
matically created by algorithms and not by marketers. On the one hand, Fraley and 
Raftery's (1998) report is a reliable reference regarding the technological back-
ground of clustering models. On the other hand, it shows some weaknesses in ex-
plaining how clustering models are applied in reality. Therefore Levin (2015) and 
Tirosh (2012) give relevant examples of real life application of clustering models. 
Whereas Tirosh focuses rather on product based clustering, Levin adds examples of 
behavioral and brand based clustering. Darden Business Publishing (n.d.) provides 
therefore a vivid paper on behavioral clustering. In the authors opinion brand based 
clustering can be seen as an alternative perspective to product based clustering, as 
the predictive models behind it works practically the same way. Marketers do only 
have to find out, if their customers shop rather product orientated or brand orien-
tated. This might be an important issue in fashion business, e.g. when buying a suit, 
customers value the brand differently as when buying luxury casual wear. All in all 
clustering models are a useful opportunity to obtain an overview over segments of 
your customer base. 
Whereas literature on clustering models lays weight on life praxis, literature on pro-
pensity models is often heavily based on IT. The working paper of Reinartz and Ku-
mar (2001) is thereby a significant reference in the business, especially when it 
comes to customer lifetime value (CLV). The article by Gupta et al. (2006) is a pro-
found rather theoretical work on the overall process of predicting CLV. Levin as well 
as Skok (2015) and Fairclough (2015) (from Kissmetrics.com) provide rather practi-
cally based literature. Thereby Kissmetrics provides researchers with information on 
CLV from a marketer point of view and hence from a perspective of its application in 
customer segmentation. CLV is thereby probably on these grounds important, as in 
growing branches the number of suppliers grows and companies have to retain their 
customers as long as possible. As mentioned above, Guazzelli (2012a) refers in his 
post about predictive analytics to the propensity to churn. On the one hand, such 
classical approaches are significant to understand the process when calculating a 
churn rate. On the other hand, there are newer life praxis orientated approaches like 
an article from Tirosh (2015) on the Optimove blog proves. In the authors opinion, 
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such approaches are reactions on the life praxis and are released from theoretical 
models. 
In their working paper, Reinartz and Kumar (2001) refer when explaining CLV to the 
prediction of the share of wallet. According to them, these are two segmentation 
tools that can be combined, respectively are dependent (see Table 5), even if they 
are not directly linked together. The authors agree, that this approach is very useful 
when it comes to customer relationship management, as Du et al. (2007) describe, 
as well as it provides another tool of customer segmentation, like Keiningham et al. 
explains. In addition Du et al. emphasizes, that it is one of few predictive models, 
that includes the position of a particular company in a group and is hence particular-
ly worthy. In the authors opinion, this is an significant fact, because doing something 
good as a company, does logically not exclude the fact that other companies do it as 
good or even better. Models that predict the share of wallet are, due to the survey-
ing, very statistical and my relent prediction speed and accuracy, as human interven-
tion is higher than at other models. 
Regarding overall works in E-Commerce, "Electronic Commerce: A Managerial and 
Social Networks Perspective (8th ed.)" by Turban et al. (2015) belongs probably to 
reliable basic literature, regarding its strong connection to a commercial view. In 
terms of collaborative filtering (CF) it gives a simple overview and even refers to the 
privacy issue. Furthermore it provides information about further filtering methods 
and is hence a significant item in terms of consumer classification. The article from 
Goldberg et al. (1992) has a high significance in terms of CF, as it introduced the 
term in business. It also provides researches with information about the original idea 
of CF. Furthermore, this researches acted as a base for further ones considering the 
application of CF in marketing business. The author found out, that most reliable 
literature refers to recommender systems, when talking about CF. This is a conse-
quence of the fact that CF is nowadays the most spread way of recommender tech-
niques and has hence already achieved high acceptance in commercial business. 
Amazon is thereby a common example of using CF in CRM. There are different ap-
proaches of classifying CF. However, the biggest issue in this area is on one hand the 
accuracy of recommending, as these are mostly based on an average database, and 
on the other hand the privacy issue, as of all presented predictive models, CF is the 
most inquisitive one. 
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4 Conclusion 
In order to complete the paper, the most important facts are summarized and signif-
icant results of the literature review are concluded. It includes all insights, readers 
are receiving when reading the paper. Thereby the set up of the conclusion is 
aligned to the structure of the paper, starting with a general view on predictive ana-
lytics. 
Predictive Analytics is a result of searching a way to use vast amounts of collected 
data through e-commerce and data ascertainment technology. The technological 
development is attributed to the increase of marketing interests in customer identi-
ty. The accumulation of data is called Big Data. The term includes beside the high 
accumulation of data, that the intention of collecting this data was to use Data Min-
ing methods to extract particular valuable information. The organization of Big Data 
is called data warehousing. The process of using data to predict future behavior of 
particular objects is called predictive analytics. This way of analyzing data shall pre-
vent, that statistical bases for strategic decisions are influenced by humans. The 
decision by itself has still to be done by humans, as expert knowledge is highly rele-
vant when it comes to the amount of experience. Predictive analytics is consequent-
ly no detachment from marketers, but a backup system that relies on data instead of 
feelings. 
The paper was focusing on how predictive analytics can be useful in marketing in 
terms of customer segmentation. Clustering models, propensity models and collabo-
rative filtering are methods that can be used for segmenting customers and putting 
marketing efforts at the right place. Clustering models group customers into pat-
terns. These patterns can be based i.a. on customer behavior (behavioral cluster-
ing), preferences for product categories (product based clustering) or preferences 
for brands (brand based clustering). When customers are clustered by using behav-
ioral clustering, the patterns are build up basing on the intentions why they buy a 
particular object. Furthermore, similarities are found between product based clus-
tering and brand based clustering, as it only depends on the customer base and their 
shopping behavior. 
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Propensity models put customers into patterns, that make predictions about possi-
bly developing tendencies of the behavior of customer groups, that belong to a par-
ticular segment. This way, i.a. CLV, the propensity to churn or the share of wallet 
can be predicted. Marketers have then the possibility, to target marketing activities 
to particular customers to acquire and retain them and probably expand the cus-
tomer base. This way, marketers can allocate their budget more precise. They may 
also react quick to customer activities due to models like proposed by Reinartz and 
Kumar. 
One main goal of marketers is to influence customers in their choice. A way to do so 
is making recommendations. In terms of predictive analytics, recommender systems 
are being developed under a predictive model called collaborative filtering (CF). The 
authors found out, that CF is one of the most spread filtering methods in web mar-
keting. The algorithm connects profiles of users (received through registration 
forms) with their preferences and activities on a particular web site and compares it 
to other users. Depending on the outcome of the algorithm and the allocation of the 
user, marketers can decide what reaction rule may be used on such user types. CF 
models are mostly automated and handle these processes on their own. This auton-
omy is based on input rules and the information given by new users and the given 
database. This method is interesting in cost factors, as only the installation needs 
high investments in fix costs, whereas new users entail practically no extra costs. 
Hence, this method is unprofitable for small companies, as a vast amount of high 
quality data (so a powerful data warehouse) is required to provide a high recom-
mendation accuracy. Such cases should base their strategy rather on descriptive 
analytics, instead of predictive analytics. Additionally, the model somehow excludes 
extreme cases, as it is based on average data. These weaknesses can be covered., by 
combining CF with other filtering methods. 
The choice for a predictive model depends on the size of the company and the ex-
pected output, but also on the quality of the database. All models (especially CF) 
have difficulties with handling privacy issues. During the whole process of research-
ing, there could not easily be found a definite solution for the conflict of coping with 
customers requiring personalization, but in the same time keeping privacy saved. As 
the environment of privacy issues in marketing was not largely worked out in this 
paper, it would be worth further researches, as it is predicted to grow in importance. 
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Appendix 
The following table shows the number of hits, when searching for a keyword on 
Google, Google Scholar and EDDI. The number of results is neither limited on a lan-
guage, nor on a country. It was set up on January 5th 2016, Germany. 
Table 6: Number of keyword results in different search engines 
Keywords Hits on research engine 
Google Google Scholar EDDI 
Predictive Analytics 13,200.000 51,500 6,999 
Big Data 703,000,000 4,120,000 107,075 
Data Mining 123,000,000 2,670,000 311,338 
Clustering Model 22,500,000 2,810,000 88,992 
Propensity Model 11,500,000 741,000 30,454 
Collaborative Filter-
ing 
1,140,000 368,000 10,043 
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